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Prefatory Note

In this issue, Agathe Burckhardt-Sandreuter offers some reminiscences of
her and her husband's years in Washington, D.C. She shows that numerous tasks
await a diplomat's spouse and soon involve the family in networks of international
dimensions.

Dr. Lukas F. Burckhardt's work as cultural counselor of the

Embassy of Switzerland, especially his revitalizing of the SAHS, became for me
a source of inspiration. His brief report reveals one of his basic and enduring
concerns: Justice for all beyond the boundaries of nationality, a goal he and his
spouse have continued to pursue right to the pres_ent day.
At the annual SAHS meeting in Philadelphia, Dr. Barbara Villiger, a
journalist with the Neue Zurcher Zeitung, offers an incisive view of a neglected
dimension of Swiss literary endeavors. Professor Frederick W. Vogler, Professor
of French literature at the University of North Carolina and a friend of the late
Augustin Maissen, sketches the return of the Voglers to the birthplace of their
ancestors, and Terry Johnson, a fourth generation Swiss-American, presents data
on Swiss-Americans from the 1990 census, to which I added two appendices.
Some "Book News" intend to make readers aware of some pertinent recent titles.

Leo Schelben, Editor
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I.

A NEW JOB - A NEW WORLD
WASHINGTON 1958-1970

Agathe Burckhardt-Sandreuter

When on June 28th, 1957, my husband was appointed to the post of Labor
Attache in Washington he was informed that he would have to be there on August
1st in order to attend the National Day celebrations with the Swiss colony. We
agreed that I would join him later since I had to wind up my teaching obligations
at the "Madchengymnasium Basel," find temporary homes for our three daughters
and last, but not least, learn how to drive a car.

At that time I also got

acquainted with "Protocol" which summoned me to pay my first formal call on
Madame Petipierre, wife of the Federal Councillor Max Petipierre, head of the
Political Department (Foreign Affairs). It was a very busy fall semester, but
when the movers came after New Year's Day, I was ready to leave for
Washington D. C.
My first meeting with Ambassador and Mrs. de Torrente and their
diplomatic staff took place at a farewell luncheon for a colleague. I went there
in a mixture of stage fright and plain curiosity.

Placed beside the jovial

ambassador I soon relaxed: when he doubtfully asked whether I took any wine,
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my affirmative answer was greeted with a smile, followed by an extensive lesson
on "les vins du Valais." Our colleagues turned out to be kind and indulgent
towards the newcomers. If there were sometimes competitions in the air, they
hardly touched us since we were not in the circuit of career promotions but
harmless outsiders. However, I was subject to the orders of Mrs. de Torrente,
as were all the other wives. We were called to attend embassy functions or to
escort Mrs. de Torrente to charity teas, exhibits, concerts, etc.
When Lukas was nominated Cultural Attache in addition to his first
appointment, the scale of our social obligations was considerably extended: we
had to be the hosts for all cultural events below the ambassadorial level, i.e.
concerts, lectures, movies, etc. in the conference hall of the embassy building
while the Ambassador usually received at his residence. Fortunately,. we also had
spacious facilities in our home in Chevy Chase where we could receive our guests
on a more personal level. I remember distinctly Heinz Meier's first lecture on
the history of Swiss American relations to which Lukas had invited the whole
embassy staff; the Ambassador thanked him for acting as his deputy.
From the American Field Service boys and girls to the Farm Youth
exchangees, from the : "Stauffacherin - Fondue" to the YWCA, not to forget the
German Language Society and even a Carnival Clique from Basel and many
more, we have· fed them all, be it at home or at the embassy.
Another obligation was our Red Cross service. In 1966 it was suggested
that the Swiss embassy participate symbolically in the work of the American Red
Cross.

Mrs. Schnyder, wife of our ambassador at that time, asked me to

organize a group of ladies who were not tied up with small children. We met
once a week at the Red Cross building to fold gauze swabs and sew djellabas and
pants for Algerian refugees. Later we changed to the Blood Donor Service which
brought us to the big office buildings, government departments and even to the
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FBI, where we took temperatures and poured orange juice.
Used to holding down a job, all these social activities kept me busy but
did not really interest me. Therefore, I was thrilled when in 1958 the Cultural
Counsellor van Muiden, Lukas' predecessor, begged me to help him out: he had
been asked to report on Swiss schools at a large panel organized by the
Washington, D.C. PTA. Having never attended a public school in Switzerland,
but only chic boarding schools, he felt completely at a loss. Of course I gladly
agreed to act as his deputy.
The panel turned out to be a large affair: Washington D.C. PTA had
assembled college teachers, employers and a number of concerned parents as well
as representatives of the Department of Education and the Association of
Educators. The former criticized the teaching of English in public schools as
being insufficient since college students, apprentices, and trainees had such poor
command of English spelling and grammar. The modern teaching methods were
violently blamed as compared to traditional ones.

In the discussion I had to

explain the Swiss method of teaching the written standard language (regular
German as opposed to the spoken dialect) at the junior high-school level: writing
8-10 essays a year which were graded by the teacher, then corrected by the

student and revised until final satisfaction was achieved for both. (Today, I am
afraid, we are not any more as meticulous as in the Fifties!) Having presented
my little story, I listened with great interest to the educational people who were
shocked at the "unfounded reproaches, while everybody knew that the American
public school system was the best." This was the first evening I spent in a 100%.
American surrounding and it led to a number of other PTA meetings in and
around Washington, D.C.

Once a year the local PTA used to organize an

international evening instead of the regular monthly meeting.

Up to four

members of different embassies were invited to report on their school systems.
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Thus I got to know a number of schools and some people I would never have met
on the cocktail round.
At about the same time, the Swiss started to criticize their schools for
being too strict, the programs being overloaded with difficult matters while in
America going to school seemed to be fun. Possibly this was a side effect of the
popular exchange programs.

Be it as it may, the Conference of the various

Cantonal Gymnasiums decided to send a delegation to the United States to find
out what could be improved in Swiss high schools.
On one of our next vacations in Switzerland, we were invited by the Basel
parliamentary committee on education to some sort of hearing on American
schools. Lukas reported on the legal differences, I described the practical ones:
from "The Star Spangled Banner" in the morning to extra-curricular activities in
the afternoon. Everybody was impressed by the difference between the American
week of five identical school days offering only 6 subjects (4 major, 2 minor) and
the Swiss one embracing 10-12 subjects in varied schedules. The counseling
system which allows every student to choose his/her own individual program was
met with general interest.

Apparently, the committee was satisfied with our

performance: the credit for the delegate from Basel was agreed upon and we
later had the pleasure of receiving the group in Washington.
There were about 10 members, all of them heads of Cantonal high schools
from different areas, French- and _German-speaking. Dr. Raeber, the director of
the venerable Gymnasium at the Benedictine Monastery of Einsiedeln, was the
organizer and leader of the group. He had spent several months in the States,
first to improve his English, then to visit schools.

I had the pleasure of

accompanying him to a number of high schools in the Washington area. · I
remember especially some Latin and history lessons which gave a striking
example of the differences between the American and the Swiss educational
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philosophy. Dr. Raeber had organized a number of visits to high schools in
different parts of the United States where the Swiss delegates found thorough
information.

A report was published in 1965, Gymnasiallehrer besuchen

amerikanische Schulen (Selbstverlag, 1965).
While the Swiss school authorities were looking for inspiration in their
search for modernization of our traditional system, criticism of the American
school system had not stopped in Washington. The PTA panel did not stand
alone. In 1957 the performance of the Russians' sputnik had· stirred up general
concern: "The Russians were after all not the incapable boors one had believed!"
One of the most pertinent voices in the discussion was that of Vice Admiral
Rickover, who blamed the American school system for the neglect of the exact
sciences, asking for higher standards in the technical professions: a fatal accident
on a nuclear submarine was apparently due to incompetent soldering work on the
outer plates. In 1962, Rickover (and his writer wife) published Swiss Schools
and Ours - Why Theirs Are Better (H. G. Rickover, 1962, Brown & Little) for
which the Swiss Embassy had provided the documents, especially the four-year
curriculum of the Mathematical and Scientific Gymnasium in Basel. We were
glad to be able to contribute factual information to the Rickovers' attempt to
improve the American school programs. Admiral Rickover's campaign, however,
did not meet with general approval. At a later assembly in Lisner Auditorium,
he was booed when he praised the European Gymnasiums' superiority over the
low standards of U.S. high schools: "That's why we had to bail them out"! one
irate citizen countered.
During the first two years of our stay in Washington, Dwight D.
Eisenhower was still the President of the United States. But the elections of 1960
promised to be interesting: Kennedy against Nixon. Since I had only a very
superficial knowledge of American politics, I joined the League of Women Voters
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in our neighborhood as a guest. Thus I got a realistic picture of the different
levels of decision making. While I had thought that there were but two parties
and only national elections, I found out that there were also a number of local and
state issues, almost like in Switzerland, only on a wider scale. I enjoyed the
relaxed atmosphere of the LWV meetings as compared to the formality of the
"Frauenstimmrechtsverband" in Basel, where the correctness of the proceedings
was most important. As long as we did not have the right to vote, we timidly
groped our way towards political equality which had to be granted to us by men.
Today we have one woman in the Federal Council, a number of women in the
two federal chambers and many in the cantonal and local legislative and executive
bodies. We have somewhat caught up.
The Potomac Appalachian Trail Club (PATC) was another group where
I learned a lot about the United States and the Americans. In the hot summer of
1958 we had become homesick for the green meadows and woods of Switzerland.
A notice in the Washington Post advertising "Rock Creek Park Day" invited us
to join a group of hikers who introduced newcomers to the joys of outdoor life.
We were delighted to find out about Sunday hikes in the Blue Ridge Mountains
and all about the Appalachian Trail. One summer we also spent two weeks in a
PATC camp in the Grand Tetons. There we lived in two abandoned houses near
the Snake River with beavers and moose as neighbors and a considerable family
of mice who enjoyed our leftovers and toilet paper. The household chores were
organized cleverly: couples were separated so everybody did his best. The 14
club members were interesting and congenial company, no show-offs nor
pontificating.

In the Blue Ridge we also shared in the trail maintenance

expeditions: the men, wielding saws and machetes, the women with paint brushes
and pails. Fallen trees and branches had to be cut and removed, blue blazes had
to be freshened up. I remember gratefully the many days spent in the Blue Ridge
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where laurel and dogwood and so many wild flowers were blooming. Of course
we also went hiking on our own, be it with American friends or with Swiss
colleagues who were also homesick.
A friend from the PATC introduced me to a group of women who met
regularly in order to keep up their French. We read French books that were not
too difficult for people with a scant reading knowledge, i.e. Colette, Marcel
Pagnol and Ramuz' Aline. The level of spoken French was not very high, but
we enjoyed each other's company and had an excellent time. We still are in
touch.
Before we moved to Washington we had been living in Basel as a closely
knit family. When we returned to Switzerland in 1970, we were grandparents.
Our oldest daughter, who had joined us in 1958 after finishing high school in
Basel, applied to the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia, became a cellist and later,
due to her marriage to a person from India, an ethnomusicologist. She teaches
at the University of Alberta in Canada. Our second daughter graduated from the
School of Languages and Linguistics at Georgetown University with a diploma
in interpretation and translation.

She is now living in La Chaux-de-Fonds,

Switzerland, with her family. Our youngest daughter had left Switzerland with
us in 1957. She went to Bethesda Chevy Chase High School for a year, but
.decided to return to Switzerland to finish her education there. She graduated in
zoology at the University of Zurich and is now living with her family in
Kristiansand, Norway.
My husband worked in Bern for the last five years before his retirement.
As passionate hikers we enjoy the proximity of the Alps and we love the beautiful
city of Bern where we have made many friends. But we still remember with
gratitude our years in Washington; they have widened our horizons and taught us
understanding and tolerance for different mentalities.
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II.

SWISS-AMERICAN RELATIONS - A CHALLENGE

Lukas F. Burckhardt

With her lively reminiscences of our years in the service of the Swiss
Embassy in Washington, D.C., my wife Agathe has evoked a fine period in our

life in which we were both equally engaged, greatly encouraged by our chiefs,
in fostering Swiss-American relations on a very personal level. This endeavor
was made easy by

a favorable intellectual climate.

Things ·American still had an

unique charm for our curious Swiss visitors who found there an astonishing openmindedness. We met in the United States many highly motivated Americans in
responsible positions who were keen to keep in close touch with our best Swiss
values. So we had a very good time. But our stay in Washington ended more
than two decades ago.
Since our return to Switzerland in 1970 things everywhere have changed.
But more than at any time America is present in everybody's mind in all its
contradictory aspects, whereas our experience in the United States was
conditioned by our contacts with an elite of highest moral aspirations. This elite
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is again active under a new administration and needs our support.
But how can we find a practicable way to overcome the inevitable
difficulties of such a relationship?

I see the answer to this question in the

intrinsic similarity of both our nations. Americans as well as Swiss are critical
of their governments, very often so much that they can appear to be quite
impolite, if not even bitterly -negative. · But behind this rather rough behavior
there is a profound care for the common weal. In a real democracy, criticism is
not only possible but a duty, also in our friendship with other democratic
countries. This is our personal experience in America.
In her own account as an experienced Swiss high school teacher, my wife
refers to the report:

Gymnasialrektoren besuchen amerikanische Schulen.

Bericht uber eine Studienreise durch die USA.

Erarbeitet von einer

Studienkommission der Konferenz Schweizerischer Gymnasialrektoren.
Selbstverlag 1961. My own ·contribution to this publication is entitled:

Im
"Der

Schweizer in den USA" (pp. 77-85). I am quoting from its final passage some
general statements which surprise me by their actuality, translated from the
German original text: "To win a real insight into the genuine values of America
is a task which exceeds the capacity of an individual European visitor, even if he
is deeply impressed by he complexity of the new world. At a first glance many
contradictions appear to be insoluble and in a deadlock, but suddenly the sensible
observer is confronted with human experiences of such an intensity that he sees
through the clouds the glittering of a light which opens his mind to new horizons.
In such a situation· the only reasonable thing he can do is to get in close touch
with others who are in a better position to help him so that he can join then iri
their endeavors to profit from their deeper insight. Of course the world does not
only consist of America.

Why then this concentration upon the role of that

continent? Simply because we cannot avoid its influence. If we remain passive,
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a negative "Americanism" will overwhelm us - a mentality nobody else rejects
more strictly than any self-critical American. Only if this type of representative
of the new world will assert itself we can - seen in the long run -~ firmly keep our
hope for a sound future, not only in America, but in the whole world. In this
perspective, cultivating our relations with those elements in America who
incorporate its best traditions is - as a matter of fact - nothing else but an act of
self-defense.
The same insight is of course also valid for our relations to other
countries; but America is particularly important because if opens for us a
stronger, positively critical approach to the whole world."
May I conclude my remarks with another quotation in translation, taken
from the introduction of my Amerika unser Spiegelbild?
Reiseberichte (Basel: Volksdruckerei, 1954):

Amerikanische

"As a guest of the U.S.

Departments of State and Labor, I had in 1953/1954 for _four months the
opportunity to study on my own the development of better relations between
management and labor in the whole country. Traveling to many places I met
personalities who dedicated their efforts to this goal.

I did not find ideal

situations in America, but people who were hard-working for them. They fulfill
their task with an earnestness and an endurance I can only admire. They were
moved by impulses which are a result of the very best elements in our own
European tradition.

Sometimes I even had the impression that they have

remained more active and better awake in this spirit than we in Switzerland
because life in America is more difficult than in our little paradise and therefore
demands stronger efforts. There men grow with the difficulties of their tasks.
The age of sturdy pioneers has not yet ended in the new world with its unfinished
preconditions. We hear too many shrill dissonances from America which are
much louder than the subtle voice of human reason. But what really matters is
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not what makes the biggest noise, but the unobtrusive expression of knowledge
and wisdom. These idealistic forces - as anything genuinely noble in this world are of course always in danger; but without them we would stand at an abyss and
would despair. That there is no reason to do this I have learned in my personal
meetings with Americans who believe in our common future."

*

*

*
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m.
THE LITERATURE OF THE ROMANDIE - SWITZERLAND'S
WILD WEST

Barbara Villiger

Geneva's best-known writer lives in France. French Switzerland's bestknown woman writer lives in Neuchatel, but she is Hungarian. And to close the
triangle - Switzerland's most successful writer in Paris last year is by no means
a French Swiss but a German-speaking Parisian of choice. As regards the first
author, the Genevan writer living in France, I'm talking about Robert Pinget; as
regards the second author, the Hungarian living in Neuch~el, about Agota
Kristof; and in the third instance, the Parisian by choice, about Paul Nizon.
Before focusing on the two writers of today's talk--Pinget and Kristof--I'd like to
make a few observations on Switzerland's four languages. This will allow me to
explain why, of all French Swiss writers, I have picked two who deviate from the
norm, if such a thing exists at all.
The situation of the literary Romandie, that is, of Switzerland's West, is
somewhat absurd.

The Romandie is, so-to-speak, caught between German

Switzerland and France.

In terms of land and population, it represents
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Switzerland's biggest non-German speaking part, and therefore possesses a rich
cultural life. It is thus that, as far as French Switzerland is concerned, one does
not speak of a minority problem, as one does with respect to the Rhaeto-Romanic
or, possibly, the Italian parts of Switzerland. In the following I will briefly
illustrate which of the problems of non-German Switzerland do not apply to
French Switzerland.
Rhaeto-Romanic is the prototype of a minority language, since it is spoken
in the Canton of Grison exclusively; in addition, it isn't even spoken throughout
the entire canton, and where it is spoken, various idioms exist. To be more
precise, this jeopardized language consists of three different idioms. There are
contrary ways of approaching this problem within the canton.

One position

contends that each idiom ought to be cultivated on its own, a second position
argues that more energy, for example in the fonrt of education, should be
invested in the artificial language romantsch grischun - a kind of RhaethoRomanic Esperanto which, following linguistic principles, fuses all three language
groups to one ideal language easy to learn and understand.

The romantsch

grischun, it is hoped, would concentrate the Romanic energies, albeit at the
expense of the individual idioms, which gradually yet irreversibly are losing
ground. It isn't hard to imagine what consequences such unfirm grounds have on
the culture of the Rhaeto-Romanic word and their exponents - the local writers,
- for example, or the media - press, radio, and television.

Equally . easy to

understand is the fact that, outside the Grisons, Rhaeto-Romanic literature barely
manages to assert itself.
In contrast to the Rhaeto-Romanic people, both the Ticinesi and the
Romands dispose of a linguistic hinterland: Italy, or France. This means, among
other things, that they have, at least potentially, an audience reading them in their
own language; moreover, it means that they do not exclusively have to rely on
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their local infrastructures - in particular publishers and media. (In parenthesis
one must add here that the situation of Switzerland's German literature looks
rather similar, for without Germany and Austria it would hardly exist. Although
Switzerland does have a few important publishing houses, German Swiss writers
tend to prefer getting published by renowned houses in Germany. Nor have the
big Swiss publishers ever attempted to distinguish themselves in Swiss literature;
and those publishers who have tried, have as yet remained unknown in the
German-speaking area.) But to get back to the situation in the Ticino - a few
small publishing houses do exist there. Among them one of the more significant
ones has merged with an Italian publisher, thus facilitating the otherwise difficult
sale of local books within Italy. Yet the poorly developed structures of Italy's
publishing is a problem in its own right. If an Italian-Swiss writer manages to
find a publisher in Italy, he gets unfaithful to his home canton without hesitating
an instant. For one thing, it is a question of prestige, for another, it is simply a
practical decision - his book will be more likely to get reviewed in papers and,
hence, sold, read, and maybe even translated. A publisher abroad is thus still
considered a quality sign - a trend, as indicated before, which can equally be
observed with respect to German Swiss books published in Germany, or French
Swiss ones published in France.
In may respects, one can compare the situation in the Romandie t~ the one
in the Ticino. And yet, there are a few significant differences. For one thing,
the Romandie is better equipped as regards publishing houses and press - a face
reflecting the region's larger dimensions. In contrast to the Cantons of Grison
and Ticino, the Romandie possesses a few universities. As yet both other cantons
have had to do without even one - a fact, incidentally, which, since the beginning
of the century has given rise to continued controversies in the Ticino. Moreover,
for the Romandie, depending on France as a neighbor and linguistic hinterland is
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not the same as depending on Italy is for the Ticino.
French chauvinism is world-famous and proverbial. To be precise, it is
actually a specifically Parisian phenomenon, rather than one concerning entire
France. And yet, even though specifically Parisian, it cannot be isolated from
France as a whole, since Paris would not be what it is without the centralist state
which it has governed for centuries. What in terms of culture takes place in the
provinces - and · the provinces are all but the city of the Roi Soleil and his
descendants - is irrelevant and only reluctantly acknowledged by the French
public. The press, after all, is centralized like France's entire culture industry.
Thus, such Parisian papers as Le Monde, Figaro, and Liberation determine what
in the large country is worthy consideration. Unless, for example, a play director
has not yet staged a play in the capital - more precisely, in one of the renowned
theaters there - chances are that none of the Parisian critics . will deign to travel
to Lille, Lyon, or Marseille, to review a local production there. For a so-called
provincial theater the only way to survive is to co-produce with a Parisian theatre
and thus at least be noticed through a guest performance in the capital. For the
· Parisians, however, to deem a name worth -the honor, or even praise, is to
appropriate it altogether. This applies not only to theater, cinema, and art, but-even more conspicuously--to literature.
French Switzerland represents some kind of extreme province of France.
While for Paris the rest of Switzerland seems nonexistent--unless it gets into the
headlines, as was the case with Zurich's needlepark and its monstrous misery--the
French-speaking cantons are at least acknowledged as a somewhat exotic border
· territory, a notion not only applying to the multinational Geneva, which, owing
to the UN seat and a concentration of international banks, cannot be taken as
genuinely Swiss. Rather, French-Swiss artists who achieve renown beyond the
country's borders are generally frenchified by the French, meaning of course,
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Parisians. Thus, one tends to forget that film director Jean-Luc Godard, one of
the exponents of the nouvell vague, is in fact Swiss. · Moreover, as one might
remember, a similar lot befell the avant garde architect Le Corbusier and the
recently deceased sculptor Jean Tinguely.
. Applied to the literary field, this means the following. Among the writers
of the Romandie one can distinguish three different groups. First, there are those
who live in the Romandie and get published there; their readers consist almost
exclusively of Romands.

In the German part of Switzerland they are little

noticed; some of them do get translated. There is, for example, the so-called

CH-Reihe ('Swiss Series'), sponsored by Pro Helvetia and bringing out yearly a
certain number of Swiss authors from all four language areas; readers' interest
in these authors, however, has so far been scarce. One reason, among others, is
the fact that none of these books is of more than average quality. To be fair,
however, one has to add that the German Swiss writers meet with equally little
interest in the Romandie.

Second, there are those authors who live in the

Romandie but get published in Paris. Agota Kristof falls into this category.
These writers tend to have more luck; which, however, also means that, qualitywise, they do distinguish themselves from the great mass. It is thus not just a
happenstance if their Highnesses, the editors of Gallimard, Seuil, Fayard, or

Editions de Minuit decide to publish such a non-French writer. Their books may
expect to get more publicity, and thus often manage to establish themselves in
non-native areas.

Agota Kristof, for example, has been translated into 24

languages. Finally, there are those authors who not only get published in France
but also live there. To this group belongs Robert Pinget. The works of Agota
Kristof and Robert Pinget can be labeled as 'world literature'; so their nationality
counts less than the fact that they are citizens of the international cite des lettres.
Thus considered, neither Robert Pinget nor Agota Kristof are typical
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exponents of French Swiss literature. Quite literally they are two exceptional
writers.

Irrespective of the many differences which distinguish both their

personalities and their writing, they share one characteristic:

they dislike

appearing in public. And in both cases, this is not just capriciousness, but a
genuine trait of their introvert personalities. Besides, they are convinced that
what they have to offer to the public is contained in their writings. "I have no
other life than writing. My existence is my books," tells the reticent Pinget to
untiring journalists. Nonetheless, both Pinget and Kristof have given interviews-interviews worth reading in that they clearly show how little knowledge of an
author's person actually contributes to understanding his or her writing. I have
never personally talked to Agota Kristof; but other journalists who have done so
told me how futile such an undertaking is. Apparently, Kristof likes to answer
a journalist's carefully prepared and elaborately phrased questions in one single
laconic sentence. Pinget, on the other hand, I have met personally--an encounter
which showed me that he is by no means a misanthropist, but on the contrary, a
charming, warm-hearted person who appreciates contact with his friends and who
takes a childlike pleasure in his readers' responses. This year an interview with
Pinget conducted by Madeleine Renouard, a woman of letters and friend of his,
has come out in book form. Reading it, one literally feels how he squirms with
embarrassment when asked to talk about his private life; how, to put it
differently, the spontaneous spoken word goes against his grain. ·
Robert Pinget, born in Geneva in 1919, studied law there and began to
work as a lawyer. Happy, however, he was not. After the War he emigrated to
Paris, where first he dedicated himself to painting. An important name in this
connection is Henri Michaux, the post-surrealist who realized both a graphic and
poetic project. Under Michaux's influence Pinget recognized hi~ own talent:
writing. In Jerome Lindon, then head of editions de Minuit, he found not only
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a publisher but also a friend; and in Lindon's publishing house he found not only
a place for publishing his work, but also a spiritual home and a circle of
The name Editions de Minuit is intimately linked with the term

colleagues.

nouveau roman, whose birth took place in the wake of World War II and whose
authors, such as Robbe-Grillet, Nathalie Sarraute, Marguerite Duras, and Samuel
Beckett, brought about the revolution of the nineteenth century novel. In 1951
Pinget's first novella, entitled Entre Fantoine et Agapa, came out: some sort of
fantastic fairy tale which defies both the real world and traditional narrative
conventions. The author's colorful and grotesque language gestures shown in this
first work continue to reappear up to his novel Baga from 1958; then, with

Piston, in 1959, a change takes place. In the description of a provincial small
town Pinget has found his topic.

The unceasing everyday monotony, the

insignificant details with which people pass their time, the gossip which occupies
and excites them: this is the material underlying Pinget's writing. However,
what sounds so simple and superficial takes an artistic and philosophical tum in
his case.

His technique does not consist of intellectual flights; it consists of

capturing people's language, something requiring in particular a good ear.
Musicality, in general, is a key term for Pinget's texts, in that they can
just as well be considered as musical scores.

One of his books is entitled

Passacaglia, meaning a good ear and the ability to transform sounds into writing.
The low language register deliberately chosen in Pinget's texts corresponds to the
almost scandalous banality of their contents, the everyday world with its
embarrassments. However, if Pinget' s cast pee, sneeze, or suffer ·from wind or
other physical complaints, one never feels any cynicism or derision on the
author's part, but, on the contrary, amiable, though charmingly ironic
seriousness.

And if his figures always end up withdrawing to their physical

limitedness, they obviously do so to take their minds off the complex questions
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of human existence. For what ultimately troubles the author and the persons
created by him is the incomprehensible idea of death, which someday will put an
end to their existence.
Up to the present day Pinget commutes between Paris, Geneva, where he
regularly sees his family, and the rural milieu of the Touraine, where in the
meantime he has settled down. Athough he has never resorted to a simplistic
autobiographisni or realism, one clearly recognizes the traces of his life in his
works. Thus, the precision with which he evokes the rural atmosphere testifies
both to his profound familiarity with this environment and to his spiritual
sympathy or affinity with it. Pinget comments on the relationship between fiction
and reality as follows:

"L'observation est continuelle, voulu ou pas.

On

enregistre enormement de choses, que l'on utilise apres coup, sans meme se
souvenir de les avoir vues. Elles s'accumulent dans la memoire. Paree qu'en
definitiv on n'invente rien que ce que l'on a vu ... ou entendu." Pinget is the least
cerebral author of the nouveau roman; his intellect_has never suppressed human
substance. Thus, it is no coincidence that his encounter with Samuel Beckett was
both decisive and formative.

Since Pinget' s time in Paris the two had been

friends, and Beckett's death seems to have left a deep hole in Pinget's life. What
had always been his major topic--feat or emptiness, the mysterious absence,
which represents the center of each of his books--thus finally caught up with him,
a fact which in his most recent texts is reflected in surprisingly direct ways. The
protagonist of Theo ou le temps neuf from 1991 is an old writer, called the

master, who is troubled by senile forgetfulness. Behind his morose, hostile
attitude, however, one recognizes a deep melancholy and, ultimately, desperate
fear of death. His little great-nephew Theo, however, keeps cheering him up by
voicing his basic needs: Theo wants to eat, play, or chat. The boy's refreshing
matter-of-factness in looking at, or wondering about things counteracts with the
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old man's wistful, self-pitying memories and his transfigured, almost kitschy,
vision of nature. The child is irritated by his uncle's deafness; he gets impatient
when Uncle resorts to a melancholy philosophizing; he is bored by the books the
old man gives him, thus concluding his laborious reading with the refrain-like
statement: "I prefer to read Tintin, because there at least the pictures are funny."
The old man's reflections--his inner monologues and the observations he puts
down in his notebooks--thus get interrupted by the dialogues between him and his
great-nephew. These follow patterns such as this:

"Uncle, why are you no

longer doing any gardening--weeding or cutting off branches?" "Because it bores
me, but reading bores me, too. And you 're doing it anyway, because you are a
good little boy while I am a nasty gurnard." "You keep repeating the same story,
and the fact that you're going to die is dead-boring." "One doesn't say 'deadboring' to one's uncle." "What else does one say then?" "One says 'Uncle I
want you to be happy.' So one also repeats the same, oh look, there is a fourleaf clover for your button-hole. This, my angel, is happiness." · To the master,
who forces himself to continue writing despite growing suspicions that everything
is meaningless, the child begins to represent a hope beyond his own life. The
note the otherwise ironic Pinget strikes at the end of this book is almost a little
too sweet. "Repeat the blooming trees in spring. Repeat lilies and raspberries.
Repeat three tunes of the blackbird. Repeat everything so that a new season
determines the sole progress of the work. What does failed memory matter?
Avoid shipwreck. Wherefrom take the courage for this undertaking. On this
side. And that the words of the child let those of the poet rise again. In this lies
salvation. "
Forgetting is a leitmotif in Pinget' s oeuvre; the old man with failing
consciousness is a symbolic figure who ultimate!y stands for the condition
humaine as such. In his masterwork L 'lnquisitoire from 1962, the aged domestic
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servant's forgetfulness--or rather, his potential for suppression--occasions a 500page interrogation. "Oui ou non, repondez"--this is the first sentence uttered by
an anonymous, rather unfriendly voice.

Who is behind this voice is never

revealed; it could be a policeman, a detective, a psychiatrist--or else, the voice
could issue from the protagonist's interior, who, in the course of this hearing
outside the bounds of reality, passes his life in the country castle in review. In
the Inquisitoire, ·as in such later novels as Quelqu'un (1965) and L 'Apocrryphe
(1980), an enigmatic . disappearance marks the beginning; the long-standing
secretary is suddenly no longer there. All the hypotheses put forward concerning
this mystery evaporate with foreseeable punctuality; the story gets more entangled
with every new detail given about the rather dubious morals in the castle. And
where the truth lies one never learns, since within the network of endless and
contradictory stories one never quite makes out whether the cranky servant can
be trusted, or whether he fantasizes all kinds of things. A reader expecting a
detective novel is thus never rewarded; the criminological aspect of the story is
no more than a lure, or rather a trap, by which the reader is kept on his or her
toes and eventually made a fool of. The solution of the mystery (after a breathtaking accelerando finally revealed in the concluding pages) lies in the most
concealed and sensitive regions of the old crank's soul. Incidentally, the detective
novel is only one of the literary models from which Pinget draws; his novel can
just as well be read as an ironic re-ecriture of the Great French Novel. Balzac,
of course; Zola with his accurate documentary descriptions; Flaubert with his
symbols concealed by realism; and Proust, whose project of a Recherche,
however, falls flat in Pinget's case, since the past, for the latter, is something
irretrievably lost, and the quest for it results only in this painfully clear
realization.

Despite this negative balance the novel--as every Pinget text--is

profoundly informed with tender humor. During the hearing the servant, against
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all his intentions, blurts out the all-too-human malices, the little jealousies within
which not only high society gets entangled, but also such lowly people as kitchen
staff, chamber maids, and delivery men. In this text a grea! deal of things,
maybe the main thing, is said between the lines--as if the unceasing gossip only
served to distract both interrogator and reader, thus drowning the essential, that
is, the protagonist's innermost secrets.

In similar fashion, through endless

descriptions of the castle's innumerable rooms, a material scenery is set up behind
which one assumes, rather than recognizes, other realms.
In an adapted version arranged by the author himself, L 'lnquisitoire was
staged at the prestigious theater festival of Avignon in the eighties~ The stage
director was Joel Jouanneau, the part of the old man was played by David
Warrilow, the actor for whom Beckett once wrote a play exclusively.
Compressed to one hour, the production drew entirely fro~ the nuances of
Warrilow's brilliant performance. Through this production Pinget, who had so
far been little noticed by the young generation, came to new publicity; and since
then his other plays have been staged, and his books have gotten re-published.
Let me now. continue with Ago ta Kristof. The writer, born in Hungary
in 1935, fled to the West in 1956, where she ended up in Neuchm:el. There she
worked at a factory.

She had begun writing when she was a girl; but after

emigrating she kept silent for a long time; with her old home she had also lost the
language by which she had been able to make herself understood to the outside
world.

French she first had to learn; her dictionary came to be her most

important companion, and so it is no coincidence that in Kristors first French
prose text, The Big Notebook of 1986, there is a dictionary in the baggage of the
twins. The Big Notebook is the first part in a series of stories which little by little
grew to be a trilogy. What followed was The Proof (1988) and The Third Lie
1991). For a whole year, from October 1989 onward, Kristof had been writing
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a column for the Swiss cultural magazine Du; and now one was surprised to learn
that, however crude, the scenarios of her novels, too, consisted but of a puzzle
of experienced incidents.
From the beginning, unlike Pinget, Agota Kristof drew attention through
her cut-and-dry style, in which even over-extended passages are reduced to simple
main clauses. To formulate her poetics she employs the twins, two small boys
who, during the War, are hidden at their slovenly and misanthropic
grandmother's, and thus have to fight for an existence within a hostile
environment. The two teach each other; and if the compositions they write meet
their requirements, they get copied into the Big Notebook; such requirements are:
"The composition must be true. We must describe what is, what we see, what
we hear, what we do."

To the twins, words expressing feelings are too

indefinite; judgments too subjective. Thus, their reports, which are no more than
sober factual accounts, can also be read as an Education sentimentale, from which
the entire emotional realm is excluded and yet still somehow present. For one
thing, there is their fight against hunger and cold; moreover, there are the social
references: besides the grandmother, there is a postman, a parson, a bookseller,
an officer, a small girl. And out of mistrust, or for other reasons, they are all
mischievous. The twins, driven by an almost inhuman will to survive, impose
tests upon themselves. They pretend to be deaf, mute, blind, or dead; they fast,
lie, and kill, thus training themselves for an existence which nonetheless is never
safe.

The fact that the justice they exercise does not shun physical and

psychological cruelties is one of the book's bitter truths; and exactly because for
Agota Kristof sadistic elements are never an end in themselves, the reader is
forced to deal with them--with human nature, which unfortunately is not only
good.
Kristofs central topic is separation.
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Notebook there is the children's separation from ·their mother; at the end the one
between the two brothers. Separation for Kristof has a definite meaning--like
forgetting for Pinget, it is an image for death.

Thus, although after each

separation there always remains some hope for reunion, it is clear that this is an
illusion--the reunion, if at all, will take place among people who have changed,
who are no longer who they used to be. In La Preuve one of the brothers is left
without his mirror image after his twin has fled over the .border. The names the
twins here have are somewhat suspicious, in that Lucas is an anagram to Claus.
So one is left to doubt whether these are two different individuals, or whether it
is rather one split identity. The one brother's waiting for his twin's return would
then stand for a sham existence, or viewed less negatively, it could be seen as a
bridge allowing him to evade the unbearable fact of huinan loneliness. Lucas,
after all, does get involved in his temporary situation while waiting; he takes in
a young girl with a crippled newborn child, whom he raises like his own son.
Mathias, however, is less strong than his foster father Lucas/Claus; his mother
abandons him; he hangs himself, since he mistrusts Lucas and can't bear the idea
of him having a son of his own one day. Those surviving in Kristof s novels
always get drawn towards the dead; so at the book's conclusion, one sees the
recently orphaned Lucas sleep at Mathias' s grave.
With the Third Lie the confusion grows yet more complex. If we take the
book's title seriously, we are forced to discard the first two works as lies. Has
the author led us by the nose? Is she making a fool of us? . No. If one feels
betrayed, it is only because one tends to fall back into a naive reader's position,
who believes what he or she is being told. Kristof lies to us; this is exactly
where the truth lies. First of all, it is the truth of fiction in general, since, as the
term indicates, it is always fictitious; second, it is a truth which goes beyond
paper and printed work, for what is past changes to fiction in retrospect, and what
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remains valid is the present alone. Third, this kind of truth is determined by the
fact that Kristof s figures internalize the scenario of lies which they are forced to
construct; thus, what is real later gets mixed with what is invented, and terms
such as "truth" and "identity" prove to be highly precarious. One may debate the
validity of these ideas; in the work of an author, however who knows about the
brittleness of every moment, they become credible.
In the Third Lie Claus returns to the city of his childhood, where he
finally hopes to find his brother. But one has to be careful: meanwhile none of
the names can any longer be trusted. 'Claus,' one learns, is the forged entry in
a passport whose owner pretends to be called Lucas and who claims to have a
brother of the name Claus. This brother, however, now calls himself Klaus (with
a 'k'). The eerie atmosphere in the Third Lie reminds one of Borges or Bunuel;
what underlies the everyday reality of the streets, the hotel rooms, the train rides,
the citizens is a fantastic dimension. Claus thinks he recognizes familiar spots
here and there. Does he really recognize them, or does wishful thinking play a
trick on him? Is he in a real town, or is he wandering around in the mirror
labyrinth of his soul? Having become a human wreck as chain smoker and
alcoholic, he is a mere shadow of whom earlier he had dreamt of being. One
habit of his youth he has kept, though--he writes. What accompanies him still is
a Big Notebook, which, however, has never made its way to a readership. At
last the two brothers meet at their former home. Of the two writers one has
ended up as a failure, the other as a successful poet. Are these still twins? Or
are they figures of two possibilities; two biographies which, following the rules
of probability, have sprung from a common origin? Their meeting does not result
in a finding of one part by its counterpart, since the successful brother denies
ever to have had a brother. Or does he deny himself? Be it as it may, one
cannot hold it against him. The one who has finally managed to build up a
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relatively bearable life is forced to protect himself from his unsuccessful alter
ego. The reunion will take place, but not until death, when on the family grave
the double name of Claus/Lucas will be chiselled next to his father's and mother's
name.
Is Agota Kristof a pessimist? This can't be said of her. Against the dark
background of death she repeatedly draws pictures of bliss . which shines
particularly brilliantly, because it is set against the shadow of its limitedness: The
twins are bathed in hot water by the parson's maid and fed with bread and butter;
the adolescent Lucas teaches Mathias to read in their lamp's light; the adult Klaus
(the one with 'k') tells of his small grandchildren, whose names are Claus and
Lucas--transfigured scenes, which would be overly sweet were it not for the
relentless paintbrush of Kristof' s destructive reality principle which again and
again brushes them away [erases them].
Life as a chance of limited time--Robert Pinget and Agota Kristof
transform this vast basic theme into literature, each in their own unmistakable
style. Here philosophy comes along in everyday clothes, rather than an academic
gown--this is what defines them as modern poets.
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IV.

A SWISS-AMERICAN FAMILY'S HOMECOMING
AFTER THREE HUNDRED YEARS

Frederick W. Vogler

In an earlier publication on my own family's European roots, I had
occasion to write-~rather wistfully, it now seems--of how our modem family's
ancestors had apparently renounced all ties with those they left behind in
Switzerland and Germany, never looking back once they had chosen to emigrate
to North America in 1742 and had then succeeded in establishing themselves
initially in New England and North Carolina, then across the continent as far as
Ontario and California. The completeness of this break with the past was all the
more remarkable in that no evidence whatever has ever been found of any
significant American and Canadian descendants in their European roots until our
own time and within the last twenty-five years.
As it happened, the person most responsible for that recent change was not
even a member of our family but rather a devoted Swiss friend and colleague of
mine at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This was the late Dr.
Augustin Maissen (1921-1992), active for many years as a promoter and officer
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Professor Augustin Maissen
with Robert Frederick Vogler
on His Second Birthday

At Lunch in Oberhasli
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of the Swiss-American Historical Society, who with immense patriotic satisfaction
discovered while in Germany in 1980 that my family was actually not of German
origin but rather Swiss, having lived for centuries in the town of Oberhasli in
Canton Zurich before moving on to what amounted to a fifty-year pause in
Gondelsheim/Baden prior to departing for the New World. Since he was visiting
his own family in Switzerland at the time, he was then able to follow up that
initial discovery by consulting church records now preserved in Zurich's Cantonal
Archives, enabling him to identify two still earlier generations of Oberhasli
Vogler ancestors as far back as 1599, when record-keeping began in the
Reformed parish ·there and the names of Jogli and Agly Vogler first appeared as
grandparents of our last Swiss ancestor Rudolf.
Having won the admiration and gratitude of my Vogler relatives for this
major contribution to our family's history, he then frequently participated for
several years in our Philipp Christoph Vogler Memorial Foundation, a family
corporation with some five hundred members in the United States and Canada,
before the onset of a mortal illness forced him to take early retirement and return
to his family in Switzerland to live out the four remaining years of his life in
Larue and Ilanz (GR).

Since my earlier nostalgic observation was made, a number of us latterday descendants of our emigrant ancestor Philipp Christoph Vogler have enjoyed
the remarkable privilege of returning as a group to the very places where he and
his forebears once lived, first in Switzerland and then relatively briefly in what
is now Germany.

Exactly 250 years after he and his father--Hans Georg,

grandson and son, respectively, of the Swiss emigrant Rudolf--put the Old Worid
behind them as they sailed away in 1742 to far-off Broad Bay (now Waldoboro)
on the coast of Maine northeast of Portland, twenty-five of us made that
transatlantic trip in reverse as part of a carefully planned family pilgrimage that
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would take us across Switzerland and southwestern Germany to visit the two
towns where our family once lived and moved and had its inconspicuous being.
My planning committee assignment had been to draw up a trip itinerary
based on my own previous experience living, studying, and traveling in that part
of Europe, arranging for overnight stays and points-of-interest stops in places
where I had actually been before. As things turned out, the only exceptions were
to be Philipp Christoph's birthplace of Gondelsheim and that of his wife Anna
Catharina in nearby Oetisheim, neither of which I had actually seen before,
although I had been taken by Augustin Maissen himself to visit Oberhasli/Zurich
eight years earlier.
With Charlotte, North Carolina, as our assembly point for a Lufthansa
round-trip flight to Frankfurt, our Riickkehr in die Heimat would unfold for us
between May 17 and May 27, 1992. For many of us, this was the first encounter
ever with most of the other participants, often remote but still authentic cousins,
coming not only from cities and towns scattered across North Carolina but also
from places as distant as Vermont, Massachusetts, California, Texas, and
Missouri to join the group later in Geneva and Zurich. Before departure, we
were each given a "survival kit" of easy-access maps marked to show the exact
itinerary we would be following once we reached Switzerland the next day and
a handsome ceramic polychrome badge, each with a reproduction of a 17thcentury Zurich Vogler coat-of-arms, the member's name, and a personal
identification number to be used at roll call while traveling together. Once we
reached Europe, it was agreed that I would act as an admittedly non-professional
tour guide as well as interpreter/translator as needed for both German and
French, offering a running commentary over the loudspeaker of our tour bus and
answering all questions as best I could.
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As a matter of fact, the first week of our trip took us to parts of
Switzerland that were surely irrelevant to our family pilgrimage--Geneva, Vaud,
Bern, Lucerne, the Forest Cantons--since there would have been no reason for
our rural Canton Zurich ancestors to the north ever to have had contact with what
would have been for them remote and even culturally foreign parts of
Switzerland. But it must be admitted that we did truly enjoy ·our own time there
as a worthwhile detour from our salute to family history. Finally, after one last
eventful day that took us as far as Vaduz in Liechtenstein and Lindau in Bavaria,
we reached Horgen on Lake Zurich as our base for the high point of the trip the
next day: our homecoming visit to the Niederhasli/Oberhasli district some ten
kilometers north of downtown Zurich, with a full schedule of events planned in
coordination with local town and church officials before we ever left the United
States.
Homecoming Day, Sunday, May 24, 1992, dawned bright and promising
for that important occasion. Since the day's official program was to begin with
a late-morning church service in Niederhasli, specially delayed for our
convenience, we all dressed much more formally than we had up to that point,
with the men of the group in suits or navy-blue blazers and tan slacks and with
each of us proudly displaying the personalized family-crest badge we had been
given in Charlotte. Leaving Horgen, we rode along virtually empty roads the
short distance into Zurich and then beyond into its outlying northern suburbs.
Suddenly the steeple of the Niederhasli Reformed parish church came into view
just where the map showed the town to be, and soon the bus pulled into the
appointed parking lot near the church as its bells announcing the service rang
loudly.
As we left the bus, we were greeted by Eduard and Flora Herzog from
Zurich, whom I had met the year before in North Carolina during a special
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program at ·my university for Swiss teachers of English and who had generously
volunteered to help with the preparations for this homecoming visit, identifying
and contacting the local officials to be involved and then arranging to take part
themselves in that day's festivities. As a group, we walked together down the
street to the church, where we were greeted at the door by the pastor, the Rev.
Mr. Hunhevicz, and his assistant pastor, the Rev. Mrs. Regine Liischer, whose
duties included holding monthly services at the Oberhasli church, part of the
Niederhasli parish.
Once inside the building, we were seated together at the front of the
sanctuary, with the regular parishioners filing in to the side and back of us while
a vigorous organ voluntary was being played. After a short welcoming address
to us given in English by Mrs. Liischer at Mr. Hunhevicz's request, the service
continued in German with a sermon based on the New Testament text of Jesus'
image of the Vine and the Branches and with sonorous traditional German hymns,
including--coincidentally but appropriately--a strong, simple Moravian anthem of
the sort that our later Vogler ancestors might have sung in 18th-century
Herrnhuter congregation towns in Maine or North Carolina.
After the service, we remained for a few minutes at the church to meet
parishioners and to be taken on a tour of that ·ancient building, whose present
appearance is only the latest phase of a long architectural evolution from the High
Middle Ages down to recent modem renovations. Finally, we regrouped and
made our way to a nearby restaurant for the special lunch that had been prepared
for us and our local guests, the Herzogs, the Liischers, Mrs. Hunhevicz, and a
cordial young woman journalist, Ursula Kundert, on hand that day to cover the
event for her local newspaper and who later wrote an illustrated article about our
visit that was published in the community year~ook, the Niederhasler Jahresblatt
(January 1993).
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After lunch, it was time to proceed as a group a mile and a half down the
road past Mettmenhasli to Oberhasli, where an official afternoon ceremony and
reception had been arranged for us by the local town council and its president,
Mr. Urs Liidi. Reaching the center of the village, we were invited to enter its
800-year-old church where our ancestors had once worshipped--Rudolf Vogler
having been the last one some 300 years ago--for a welcoming speech delivered
in English by Mr. Liidi, who shared with us what he had learned of our Oberhasli
forebears of the 18th century and who distributed a number of specially prepared
prints of the church and some photocopied historical documents.

After that

ceremony, we were shown the rest of the building and then escorted back down
the street to the edge of town for an outdoor reception in our honor at the
farmhouse of Town Councilor Werner Martaler, whose family name happens to
be the same as that of our first known maternal ancestor Agly Martaler Vogler,
Philipp Christoph's early 17th-century great-great-grandmother. For the better
part of an hour, we enjoyed the food, drink, and company of the Martalers and
our other Oberhasli hosts that day, together with several of our new friends from
Niederhasli. Sitting there in the warm, bright sunshine of that Sunday afternoon,
I was struck by the calm, neat, very gently rolling landscape all around us, with
nothing whatever about it to suggest the usual American image of Alpine
Switzerland or even of Europe in general except for the distinctive appearance of
the buildings.
Our Homecoming Day program now ended with photograph-taking,
farewells, name and address exchanges, and our own warm thanks to our
Niederhasli and Oberhasli hosts for a thoroughly gratifying, unforgettable
experience. Although our trip would last three more days, with a secondary
homecoming--withoutceremony or reception--at Gondelsheim' s Evangelical parish
church some 180 kilometers to the north, our visit to Niederhasli and Oberhasli
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Reformed Church of Oberhasli, Ct.Zurich
(12th Century)
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would remain the most important and most moving experience of our European
trip.

After all, to borrow and add to the English title of Johann David Wyss'
early 19th-century novel Der schweizerische Robinson, this had indeed been "The
Return of the Swiss Family Vogler."

The one who had made it possible,

Augustin Maissen, was not there to share the moment with us, having died just
three days earlier in Hanz. But surely he would have been pleased.

The Vogler
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Stammbaum der Familie Vogler/ Fogler Jogli Vogler

<ID

Agly Martaler

I
Ulrich Vogler
(* 1631)

t

<ID

Anna Vogel

Rudolf Vogler
(* 1657 in Oberhasli
1735 in Gondelsheim)

aD

I

Anna Maria Strauss
(1662-1732)

I
Anna Barbara
(* 1696)

Hans Georg
(* 1698 in Gondelsheim
t 1760 in Broad Bay.
Maine)

<ID

Hanns Rudolf
(1701-1712)

Margaretha

(*t 1700)

<ID

(1) Catharina
(1702-1735)

Maria Margaret}:la
(1704-1706 )

Anna Catharina
(1708-1714)

(2) Erna Maria

I

Maria Margaretha
(* 1738 in Gondelsheim, tin Crvenka)
Philipp Christoph
(* 1723 in Gondelsheim
t 1790 in Bethania.
~orth Carolina)

1

<ID

Maria Catherina
(* 1724)

Johann Rudolf
(* 1725)

Johann Georg
(* 1728)

Philipp Jacob
(* 1730)

Johann Michael
(1732-1740)

(

Anna Catharina Seitz
* 1732 in Otisheim
t 1770 in North Carolina)

I
John Fo2ler
(* ~ 1750)

Lorenz
(* 1752)

Philip
Martin
(* 1754)

Samuel
(* 1757)

George
Michael
(* 1759)

Anna
Catharina
(*1761)

Tochter
(*t ~1763)

Christoph
(* 1765)

Margaretha
(* 1767)

Elizabeth
(* 1770)

Die unrersrrichenen Personen sind Srammviiter und -mutter der Besucher
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v.
SWISS-AMERICANS IN THE
1990 CENSUS

Terry Johnson

ONE MILLION SWISS AMERICANS
Over one ~illion Americans claim Swiss ancestry according to the 1990 ethnic
data recently released by the U.S. Census. While this is up 6.5% over the 1980
figure, the Swiss remain a very small ethnic group, accounting for less than half
a percent of total U.S. population. Nevertheless, the new data makes the 1990
census the first in which the Swiss pass the million population mark.

N

Swiss

1,045,495

% of U.S. Population

.4

The Big Picture
The big picture is in the details.

Although California has the largest Swiss

population, Utah leads the states when the Swiss are ranked as a percent of state
population. For each of the two rankings, the top four states are:
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State
California
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin

N
140,351
88,523
68,919
65,915

State

% of
State Population

Utah
Idaho
Wisconsin
Oregon
Ohio

1.8
1.3
1.3
1.1
0.8

Growth and Loss Concentrated
The new data shows an increase of 63,952 people of Swiss ancestry. Over twothirds of this growth is concentrated in six states: California, Florida, Texas,
Utah, Virginia and North Carolina. Of the 14 states which show a decrease in
Swiss population, over two,--thirds of this loss is concentrated in five states: New
York, New Jersey, Iowa, Illinois and Louisiana.

NORTH CAROLINA SIZZLES!
While the Swiss population of North Carolina accounts for only 1 % of the Swiss
nationwide, the Swiss population of this state increased 79 .4 %. Conversely,
while the Swiss population of Louisiana accounts for only .4 % of the Swiss
nationwide, the Swiss population of this state decreased 29.9%.
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States of Change
N

Alabama
Alaska
'Arizona
'Arkansas
california
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Source:

4,107
2,902
16,700
5,280
140,351
20,288
10,558
1,860
1,632
37,877
9,210
1,948
· 12,680
47,057
44,511
18,886
18,105
10,901
4,217
2,227
14,405
10,670
27,146
25,524
2,237
26,697
5,754
10,408
7,392
2,608
25,402
4,281
46,873
10,716
2,036
88,523
7,474
30,984
68,919
1,459
5,546
3,431
10,252
32,304
31,737
1,902
19,451
36,795
3,956
65,915
3,401
1,045,495

% Change
1980-1990
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

23.6
40.3
33.8
21.5
8.8
19.3
8.1
9.8
21.1
29.7
44.8
10.9
17.4
3.9
11.3
10.5
0.4
14.5
29.9
32.6
16.8
3.3
3.4
5.6
25.2
0.2
6.2
8.6
32.1
17.9
9.8
33.2
10.8
79.4
11.3
0.7
11.4
3.7
2.3
19.3
31.7
25.8
44.7
23.4
23.0
30.4
42.8
11.1
11.3
0.8
8.1

N as a% of
State Population
0.1

o.s
o.s
0.2
o.s
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.2
1.3
0.4
·0.8
0.7
0.7
0.3

o. 1

0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.6
0.1

o.s
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3

a.a
0.2
1.1
0.6
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.2
1.8
0.3
0.3
0.8
0.2
1.3
0.7

Census Ethnic Data and Author
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Appendices

Table 1:

Immigration from Switzerland to the United States
1820 - 1990-

DECADE

NUMBER

1820-1830 (1)
1830-184"0 (2)
184·1 -1850
TOTAL
ANNUAL MEAN

3,226
4,821
4,644
12,691
· 423

3.03
0.98
0.29
1.43

1851-1860
1861-1870
1871-1880
TOTAL
ANNUAL MEAN

25,011
23,286
28,293
76,590
2,553

1.01
1.13
1.24
1.13

1881-1890
ANNUAL MEAN

81,988
8,199

1.73

1891-1900
1901-1910
1911-1920
1921-1930
TOTAL
ANNUAL MEAN

31,179
34,922
23,091
29,676
118,868
2,972

0.88
0.43
0.53
1.02
0.76
1.58
1.69
1.33
1.53

ANNUAL MEAN

5,500
10,500
17,700
23,700
790

1961-1970 (4)
1971-1980 (4)
l.981-1990 (5 >
TOTAL
ANNUAL MEAN

16,300
6,600
6,200
29,100
970

1.32
0.82
1.03
1.05

1931-1940
1941-1950
1951-1960

(3)
(3 >
(3)

TOTAL

PERCENT OF EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS

1

oct. 1, 1820 - sept. 30, 1830

4

2
3

OCt. 1, 1930 - Dec. 31, 1840

5

SWitzerland as last residence

Swiss-born
Estimate; figure for 19811988:

5,400

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census·, Statistical Abstract of the
united States ( 1920), 10.0 ; ( 1940), 101; (1955), 95; ( 1965), 93;
(1991), 10.
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Table 2

CPH-L-149 Selected Characteristics for Persons of Swiss .Ancestry: 1990
LABOR FORCE STATUS

AGEANDSEX
· Alperscns

Females

Males
Mecianaga
Saxsatio

..,,632

P9130M 16 )'NISand ower
In labor ton:e
Civian labor force
EmpbJed

«11,833
304,573
303.260
39.6
99.6

317,662
314,728
304,301
10,o127
179,970

Not~

100.0
63.8
63.2
3.3

NATIVrTY AND YEAR OF ENTRY
Al persons

fm.833
571,93.3
35,900

Nalivebom

Fonl9\bom

Entanld
1980
to 1990
Entared belol8 1980

8.77'9
Zl,121
20,671
15.229

Nauaizad citizen

Notac:imn

OCCUPATION
94.1
5.9
24.5

75.5
~-6

·44

~ pemons 16~and CMN'

304,301
. 112,812
90,043

100.0
37.1

Sarvica

2:1,S,.1

Eam:ung. folastry, and l9ting
Pn:Jductian.craft. and lapiW
0parabrs. lablic:all:D. md labonn

· 9.1
5.1

29,345

9.6

28,911

9.5

Manageriaald~

.

TacMicaL--. andadnnslraliw ·

15,643

29.6

MARITAL STAllJS
Pel3ans15yaarsandover

tw.w-married
Nowmanied

Separated
Wdav.9d

Divol09d

504,"5 100.0

a.ASS OF WORKER

108,065
316,158
4,747
40.70~
3',774

Emplafed pemons 16 years and <MK
Prival8 wage and salary
Local govemment

21A
62.7

0.9
a1
6.9

Sa govwrr.mac It
Federa gowrnnant

=worker

FERTILITY
Woman 35-, 44 yen
Chidran everbom per 1000 women

45,098

WORKERS IN FAMILY

1,865

184,171
25.724

Famiies

Noworksr.s

HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND RELATIONSHIP
AB persons

fm,833

In households

ST,a!l

lngroup~

304,301 100.0
219,092 . 72.0
22,858
7.5
5.0
15.306
3.0
9.204
35.0'25 11.5
0.9
2.816

10,746

98.2
1.8

G.384
85.686

1wocker
2WOl1<8rs
3 or m:,19 wortcars

'ZJP1

100.0
14.0
26.8
~

12.7

INCOME IN 1989
HOUSEHOLD SIZE

Hou:9ehcids

Hou9aholds
1pers,n
2per.lOnS
3per30ns
4persons

71,671

268,787

100.0

99,611
39.4'00
33.951
24,154

37.1
14.7
12.6
9.0

26.7

Sormo19pe1301'\S

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT AND TYPE OF SCHOOL
Persons 3 years and ewer enraled

en,pnmary~

Elemen&ary or high s:nool

Colegs

134,490
9,958

100.0

80J!J37

60.1

43,695

32.5

7.4

.Medan inccme (cblars)
Mean n:ane (dolars)
Famiies
Medan inccme (dolats)
Mean n:ane (a>lars)
Per capa n::ome (dolcn)

$35.531
$46,734
$42,126
$54,382

Si!0,388

INCOME IN 1989 BELOW POVERlY LEVEL
3.8

Famiies
UMNal9d i'ldvidJais

15.1
6.5

Persons

PLUMBING AND KITCHEN FACILITIES
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
Ptnons2S yacnandCMtr

H'91 sdlool graduat&orhq,er
Bachelor's degree or t,g,er
Grar:ilale d9SJ'ee ortigler

439,001

375,744
142.225

54220

100.0

85.6

~ hausirYd &SD
lacki,gccmplall ~
facii1ies

Ladcing a>rnpale .

'ities

asa.soo
1,878
1,703

100.0
0.7

0.6

32.4
124

MORTGAGE STATUS AND GROSS RENT
Spec:ifaed owner«cupiad hausng wlits

ABILITY TO SPEAK ENGLISH ·

Wthamon;age

Pef30ns 5 years oi:J a°ld CNer
S p e a k ~ OChartli!n En!1ish
Do not
EngiSI 'wry waH•

575,016
60.2J6
17,593

Per-ions 5 yea13and over in hcusehoiis
In ingustically isoa1ed households

564.299

e.9n

100.0
10.5
3.1
100.0
1.6

Notmo~
Medan mo~ (cblars)
Specified renter«cupiad housng wits
Medan rent (cblars)

153,812
91,892
61,920
$218

100.0
59.7
40.3

$476
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VI.

BOOK NEWS

Joachim Remak, A Very Civil War.

The Swiss Sonderbund War of .1847.

Foreword by James M. McPherson: Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1993.
Pp. 220; 60 illustrations. $24.95.

A Very Civil War is the dramatic but little-known story of Switzerland's

civil war of 1847, the Sonderbundkrieg. This conflict, as ·much as any other
single event, inspired the revolutionaries of 1848 to action. As the German poet
Ferdinand Freilgrath wrote at the time: "In the Alpine highlands was the first

shot fired. What now, we still are waiting. But I know that there will be, a new ·
burst of liberty. " - A detailed review will follow.

Charles M. Vogler et al., Descendants of Philiru> Christophe Vogler. Camden,
ME: Picton Press, 1994. Pp. 1024 (est.) Release date: July, 1994.

This work chronicles the story of the Vogler family in North America and
is the work of many hands. Professor Vogler, a specialist in 17th century French
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literature at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, traces the history of
the Vogler family up to 1742. As a result of his effort he discovered with the
assistance of Augustin Maissen, his colleague and friend, the family's ancestor.
"There was of course a good measure of serendipity in the course of these
events," he writes, "that finally made it possible to establish the Swiss origin of
Philipp Christoph's family. But none of it would probably have come to pass
without the concerned friendship,

enthusiasm,

professional

skill"

and

determination of Augustin Maissen.

Meinrad Pichler, Auswanderer.

Von Vorarlberg in die USA 1800-1938.

Bregenz, Vorarlberg: Autoren Gesellschaft, 1993. Pp. 404; 211 illustrations.

Between 1850 and 1938 some 5,000 people emigrated from Vorarlberg,
a region that borders on Switzerland in the west and on Germany in the north.
A systematic account of this emigration movement forms the first part of
this well-crafted work which is based on interviews, archival sources, letters, and
a·vast array of secondary works. An inclusive "Register of Emigrants" (pp. 284401) gives, as far as known, the "name, the year of emigration, birth and death
date and place, arrival in America, occupation before and after emigration, the
genealogical relationship to other emigrants, spouse, children, and other
noteworthy information" (p. 284).
reproduced and well annotated.

The pictorial material is beautifully

Historian, genealogists, as well as general

readers will find this work to be scholarly, informative, and captivating by its
felicitous mix of general and personal data.
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